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Correspondents and information sources used for this report, other than the
climbers themselves, were Angara.net, Alpinism Buryatia, Mountain.ru,
Extreme Portal vvv. ru, Risk OnIine, Alpclub Ural, Lindsay Griffin, Sergei
Kurgin of Sibalp, and ITMC Tien Shan. The websites listed can be read in
English using translation programs available on the internet.

The Caucasus
Only a handful of new routes have been reported in the Caucasus. In July
Egor Dul'nev, Andrey Morozov and Sergey Kuznetsov climbed a new 6A
route L of the Forostyan route on the Nface of the NE rib of Chegern (4461rn)
at VI A3 1500m. After route preparation from 29 July to 1 August, they
climbed to the summit from 5-7 August. From 2-11 July a team based at
the Bezingi alpine camp led by Vladimir Kulikov climbed a new 5B route
on the N face of Pik Pushkin (SlOOrn), L of the 1972 Kudinov route. Pik
Pushkin lies in the Dykh-Tau massif between Dykh-Tau East and Pik
Borovikov. The team started by traversing from Borovikov, making 1900m
of total height gain. They had considered taking the Kudinov route (also
5B), but felt it was avalanche prone and could not find route details even in
the alpine camp.

Previously unreported from 2004 was the ascent on 2 August of a new
5B route on Khirnik (397Srn), a peak N of Adyr-Su mountain that can be
approached from the Ullu-Tau alpine camp. The team including DV
Savchenko and VL Matekha climbed via the 1000m central bastion of the
N face.

The Pamir Alai
Activity in this range seems to be recovering following the easing of security
concerns experienced from the late 1990s. In July-August Mark Pretty,
David Pickford, Ian Parnell and Sam Whittaker climbed in the Ak-Su valley.
They climbed two new routes, The Beast, 550m E4 6a and From Russia with
Love, 400m E7 6b as well as freeing an existing aid route and climbing a
number of single-pitch routes at E3-E7. Information is lacking as to the
location of these routes.

In the Karavshin valley from 6-8 August a team led by Alexander
Yanushevich climbed a new 6A route on Pik Zholtaya Stena (Yellow Wall).
The 600m route involved 375m of VI class climbing with an average 79°
angle and took 3 days. Also active in the Karavshin valley in August were
Maxim Krivosheev, Denis Veretenin and Andrey Kustov from Irkutsk and
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Angarsk, who summited Asan-Usen (4230m) by Pogorelov's route (6B) in
three days of climbing plus another for the 18-rappel descent. They also
attempted Pik 4810 via Voronin's route (6B). Another team climbing in the
area, from Krasnoyarsk, attempted Alperin's route (5B) but were dissuaded
by the weather from completing the climb.

The Pamir
Summer 2005 saw another active season on Piks Kommunizma (Somoni,
749Sm) and Korzhenevskaya (710Sm). Out of 156 people from 22
countries, 107 reached the summit of Korzhenevskaya. This is a record
number for the post-Soviet period, but according to Vladimir Shataev of
the Russian Alpinist Federation, it was exceeded during most of the 1980s,
the record being 314 in 1989.

In June-July an 8-member group from the University of Bristol climbed
from the Fedchenko glacier, a venue little visited since the 1992 Imperial
College trip as the access route runs close to the Afghan border. The group
travelled via the Pamir Highway to the effective road head at Geolog in the
Vanj valley. They returned from Vanj by air, finding this more efficient.
Carrying loads up the Abdukagor glacier with the assistance of four porters,
they established a base at 5220m on the Fedchenko glacier via four
intermediate camps. They made a number of probable first ascents including
Peaks Volodiya (cS847m) between Tanymas and Paris Commune, Bronwen
(cSssOm) via the E face and NE couloir (50°), and Pt S390m on the Tanymas
massif. The latter climb, by Rob Lavin and James Byrne, turned into an
epic traverse with ever-present rockfall danger. The expedition ended in
tragedy when Ian Hatcher and Simon Spencer-Jones failed to return from
an attempt on the N face of Pik 26 Bakinshikh Kommisarov (6834m) in
the Revolutsii massif.

The Tien Shan
Notwithstanding the overthrow of the country's president early in the year,
the most shocking news for mountaineers is that Kyrgystan has ceded two
significant areas of mountain territory to China. The agreement remains
higWy contentious in Kyrgyzstan and has not been widely publicised. One
such area is the eastern end of the Inylchek glacier. The new border turns
N at Pobeda East, following the ridge through Pik Shipilov then crossing
the glacier to Khan Tengri. Peaks such as the impressive Voennikh
Topografov (6873m) now lie wholly within China. A further area of
territory has also been ceded at the eastern end of the Western Kokshaal
Too (see below).

Previous visitors to the Inylchek base camps will not be entirely surprised
to read that one of the helicopters came to a dramatic fiery demise early in
August. Fortunately, no-one was seriously injured. The helicopter, loaded
with 16 climbers, crashed 50m from the camp after being hit by a wind gust
just after take-off.



148. Pik 5481m (left) and Byeliy (Grand Poohbah, 5697m) from the NE. (Paul Knott)

149. SE faces of Pik Byeliy (Grand Poohbah, 5697m) and Pik 5481m (right)
(Paul Knott)
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On Khan Tengri (6995m), Pavel Shabalin and Ilyas Tukhvatullin made
the first 2-man, alpine style ascent of the central N face. Previously, the
route has been climbed by large Russian teams and attempted unsuccessfully
by about six two-man teams. Earlier in the season, a Polish alpine-style
attempt had resulted in a fatality. Starting on 20 August, Shabalin and
TukhvatuHin reached the summit on 29 August; theirs was the last ascent
of the seas_on. Their ascent began on the Odessa route and continued up the
Studenin route, finishing via a variant of the Pogorelov route. Also on Khan
Tengri, from 12-14 August a team led by Alexander Moiseev climbed a
new 5B route taking the NE rib of the shoulder of Pik Chapaev.

The first full solo traverse of Pobeda (7439m) was completed by Gleb
Sokolov during August 16-23. He traversed from Chon-Teren pass to Dikiy
pass. He had made four previous attempts at the traverse since 1998. Some
of the more unusual items in his pack were 1.5kg of fresh cucumbers, 1kg
of apples and two cans of beer.

The Karakol range E of Issyk-Kullake sports fine technical objectives
that have so far seen little interest from foreign climbers. A team from
Nizhniy Tagil and Ekaterinburg led by Sergei Timofeev and including
Alexander Korobkov and Mikhail Borich climbed a new winter route on
Dzhigit (5 I70m). The route, on the NW face at around 6A, was climbed
using portaledges and was completed to the summit on 6 March.

In July-August Paul Knott, Grant Piper and Graham Rowbotham climbed
in the virtually unexplored Fersmana glacier basin in the central part of the
Western Kokshaal-Too. The mountains here turned out to be composed
mainly of the monolithic granite of the western end of the range rather
than the crumbly limestone to the east. A reconnoitre of the highest peak
Byeliy (Grand Poohbah, 5697m) found steep walls on the NE, E and S
sides that were mostly overhung by seracs; the route substantially climbed
by Mike Libecki's party in 2000 (from China) appears to have been the SW
ridge. Eastern outlier of the massif, Pt.5481m, was found to be a quite
separate and equally precipitous summit.

The team focused on the peaks at the head of the glacier, starting with
the first ascent of Pik Neizvestniy (Unknown, 5240m) via the snowy NE
arete and the sharp corniced ridge beyond (D/NZ 4). The latter required
delicate acheval climbing. They were repelled from two further summits by
monolithic granite gendarmes. On Pik Granitsa (Border, 5370m) they
retreated from low on the W ridge. This and other summits in the area
sported impressive granite walls on the Chinese side. On Pogranichnik
(Border Guard, 5220m) in the SE corner of the glacier cirque they were
stopped at the summit 'head' after climbing the N ridge. Their final summit
attempt, on the W ridge of Zastava (Border Post, 50 IOm) between
Neizvestniy and Granitsa was repelled by deep hanging powder on the
north-facing slopes.

The approach to this area is affected by one of the areas of territory ceded
to China under the new border agreement. This area starts west of the
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Bedel Pass, with the new border following the Uzengegush river from the
point at which the road meets it from the north to the confluence of the
Chon-Tyuekuyruk river. The border then follows the Chon-Tyuekuyruk
east of Pik Koroleva (5816m). Because the road up the Uzengegush now
runs partly in China, it appears only military vehicles are authorised to use
it. As a result, the above-mentioned team had to complete the last 60
65km to base camp on foot.

At the Kyzyl Asker end of the Western Kokshaal-Too, an Alaskan party
including James Stover found their climbing curtailed by heavy snowfall,
frostbite and infection. The conditions parallel the experience of the Knott
Piper-Rowbotham team, which saw conditions on the upper glacier change
during August from melt streams and slush to deep powder snow. The
marginal4000m road passes were also snow-covered for their return journey.
On the western approaches to Kyzyl Asker, the limestone gorges of the
Sary-Beles region were reportedly visited by an expedition organised by
Joe Metcalfe. No further details are available.

In July-August the US party of Mike Libecki, Andy Libecki, John
Burcham and Heath Jarrett climbed on the Chinese side of the range, in
Xinjiang Province. Approaching via Ak-su and Ahqi, they reached the
untouched valley of granite that Mike had seen from the ridge of Grand
Poohbah in 2000. From this valley the Libecki brothers made the first ascent
of Tombstone Tower in capsule style, naming their route Libeckistan (5.1 Od
A3+ 500m). They descended through a thunderstorm.

Two teams visited the Borkoldoy range. A Harvard Mountaineering
team including Bjarne Holmes, Kelly Faughnan, Corey Rennell and Adilet
Imambekov approached from the N via the Chakyr-Korum river. Prevented
by strong river flows from driving to their intended area, the Koldmore
valley, they climbed instead in the vicinity of the Ayutor glacier. In total
they reached nine summits, all likely first ascents, of which they named the
highest Peak of Theoretical Physics (4856m).

In September an ISM trip led by Pat Littlejohn, Adrian Nelhams and
Vladimir Komissarov visited the well-guarded central area of the range,
following the track they had dug out in 2004 to reach a drive-in base camp
at 3570m. From here Littlejohn with James Bruton and Ben Box made the
first ascent of the highest peak of the range, which they named Pik
Borkoldoy (5171m). Taking advantage of better snow conditions than the
previous year, they picked a line through the seracs on the NE flank to gain
the S ridge at 5000m, grading the route PD+. The group also made the
first ascent of several other peaks. From the Ilbirs Glacier West, they climbed
Pik Tansovsitsa (4911m, AD) via the N ridge and Alpinistka (4959m, D)
via the W ridge. From the previously untouched 'Hidden' glacier north of
base camp they climbed four further peaks, the highest and most difficult
being Pik Koldunia (4895m) by the S ridge at AD+. (See 'Adventure
Guaranteed', p129)
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Siberia and the Russian Far East
There were several significant developments in this huge but often neglected
region. The exploratory and technical climbing potential in the AItai was
demonstrated by the first ascent of Peak 3716m, in the Mushtuajri valley
not far from Belukha, by a technical new route. The 6B route was climbed
using a portaledge over 16 days in March 2006. The ascensionists Vitaly
Ivanov, Aleksey Avdeenko, Maxim Britz and Igor Slabodchikov named
the peak Vektor. The route is probably the hardest established in the Altai
range.

In August the trans-Baikal mountains received what was probably their
fIrst ascent by a foreign climber, as a team including French climber Andrew
Jelly Antibes put up a new route on Muyskiy Gigant. The 33-pitch route
was named Ciao Victor, TD (5c fr. ob!.), 24hr, 900m.

Climbers from Ulan-Ude, Blagoveshchenk, Angarsk and Khabarovsk
visited the same area in June-July, climbing in the Ul'zykh valley of the
Barguzin range. They climbed two high-standard new routes on peaks 60
Years of Victory and AMGU, and on Argada made the first ascent of a
grade 4 route and the second ascent of a 5A route and a 5B route.

In NE Siberia a pioneering new ski traverse was undertaken through the
Verkhoyansk range by a team led by Aleksey Romanenkov and Anton
Chkhetiani. Over a 39-day period the team, from Moscow, St Petersburg
and Lithuania, covered over 800km starting from the coastal tundra. First
they crossed the Kharaulakhskiy mountains to N Orulgan, where they made
the first ascent of Pik 1000 years of Kazan and continued to the
Dzhardanskiy alpine massifs. They made the first crossing of the dry
mountain areas of E Orulgan, exiting onto the Kolosov glacier from
which they made a ftrst ascent in the Amkynda range of Pik V. Shefnera
(2055m). Continuing south, the group crossed the Tumarinsk plateau
to reach the S Orulgan via the Lena, Syncha and Tara-Sala rivers. Around
90% of the route was previously untravelled. Unusual spring weather meant
that the snow cover melted in early May, forcing the team to complete the
last 100km on foot through the spring onslaught of insects. During the
entire journey, covering around a third of the total length of the Verkhoyansk,
they met no one.
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